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nee there was a prince who was so fair nothing
ever made him angry in his life, except one
thing. His face always shone with a smile
tinged with sadness, though no one knew why he would
be sad; for his princess was the most beautiful maid
in many lands, and each one of their children was
more lovely than the others. When he laughed his
laugh was like a child's but had a grace so perfect
and a voice so richly tender it made his subjects weep
with joy. All bis people loved him, and bis reign was
full of peace.
One day a courtier said to him, "My lord, surely something on the earth can make you angry. We
must seek to discover what it is. " And from that day,
it became the sport of the principality to see what
would make the prince mad. They brought to him an
old woman obsessed with her ailments who believed
everyone wanted to hurt her, but be only listened and
seemed graciously touched by her plight. They brought
a philosopher who made an abusive speech denouncing
privilege, but he only offered to give up his throne.
They brought a fool to fret him with low jokes, but be
only returned the jokes with better ones. They let
loose lice-infested urchins in the palace; but he only
bathed them, adopted them, and went to the street
they came from to help the people there. They hired
poor playwrights to write poor plays and poor- singers
to sing poor songs, but he only dismissed them and
recited poetry and sang to himself. At last they locked
bis chapel against him one day and hid the key, but be
only took a quiet walk on the grounds.
Then the courtiers tried something more wicked.
They gave the prince a beautiful wild white horse,
which he accepted because be was a great equestrian.
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But the horse was bewitched. Whoever sat astride it
would never be able to climb off again until the horse
permitted or the spell was broken. And the heart of
the horse was dark. It planned to carry the prince to
the end of the world and back before it would allow him
to get down. On a bright spring morning the prince
came out to tame the new horse. As always, he carried no whip. When the horse saw the man it was
awed by the grandeur and sweetness of his manner,
and almost surrendered.
But the spell was not broken.
No sooner had the prince swung his leg over the
back, but he was locked fast. Evil rose again within
the beast, and it shot forward and raced like the wind.
It took the prince through lands unknownin dreams and
past unimaginable landscapes. They mounted hills high
as the air and penetrated forests old as time. They
were gone seven years. The princess was made regent
for her eldest son, and the country mourned for the
lost prince.
Then the horse and rider returned. The prince
was encrusted with mud and stained with many stains;
his pale blond hair, grown very long, was in insane
disarray. ln his azure eyes, before almost untroubled,
t.here appeared a glint as sharp as madness and as
strange as awe, yet it was also a glow of awakened joy.
From that time on, the prince would sometimes lower
his head with an humbled, nearly menaced look, as
though in the presence of a king. The while, more
noticeably, his smiles and laughter, along with the
tinge of sadness and the perfect grace, were now and
again haunted by a flash of ecstasy. When the courtiers saw that the prince was not angry, but only thanked
them greatly for the horse, they gave up trying to find
rage in him. When the horse saw how beautifully the
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prince had borne his torment and how lovingly he tended his tormentor, it was mastered and the spell was
broken.
When asked to relate his adventures, the
prince would only say, ''I am the same, yet I am not

the same."
Many years passed in plenty and happiness. The
prince did not seem to age. One day a hermit came ·
out of the woods, and the prince invited him to the palace. At table the hermit said, "When we are alone,
Your Serene Highness, there is a secret of much
import I must reveal to you. " Now it was not the custom for the prince to receive anyone alone, but he was
intrigued by this hermit, who had not seen the world
yet spoke with a wisdom unlike that of his councillors.
After the dinner, the prince retired to chambers, where
he summoned the hermit to him. They were cloistered
together a long time. From a window high in the palace a light streamed out to meet the moon and kept her
company all night. In the morning, the prince came
out looking grave and more haggard, in a way, than
when he had come back from the ride. The hermit
left, but no one saw him go.
"What did he tell you?" asked the courtiers.
"He says I am a creature, for one thing, "
answered the prince, "and there can be no· good in me
alone, at all."
They marvelled, "And did you believe him?"
they asked.
"I do not know, "he replied.
After that the prince was never quite the same.
At first, he was merely sadder and more thoughtful.
Then there were signs of age. The pale blond hair
became mixed with pale silver, the flesh on his cheeks
dropped a little, and there appeared clusters of delicate wrinkles around his eyes. But suddenly, from the
day he knelt again before the sovereign to reaffirm his
fealty, and for a long while thereafter, he was merrier
than he had been all his life. At the harvest festival he
danced with the peasants, laid tables for great feasts
in their fields, and learned all their games. And his
wit and charm, that had made his court the diamond of
the empire, sparkled brighter than ever. Lavish,
delightful entertainments were given at the palace at
which the host was the principal glory. He was fond
of jesting that his court had not been this much fun
since the days of the poor playwrights. One of the
court poets, the youngest, noticed during this time,
subtle change though it was, the smile was become
practically whole--the tinge of sadness a different
sadness, slighter than before. Where faint anguish
had been now there stood a tranquil veil, as of a
loss of pr-Ide consoled by a masterly love, or a frightening emptiness discovered and then unexpectedly
filled.
At the end of this period, the prince built a theatre
to celebrate his second daughter's marriage. During
the building, he made an inspection with his master
builder. He overheard one mason say to another,
"Our beloved prince--he builds this great building.
Yet they say he thinks he's no better than a swine.
What does that make us?" The prince stiffened and
looked queer.
Shortly afterwards he issued a decree. Criers
read and posted it in every village. It stated, "Let
no man say there is no good in man. He who violates
this decree must answer to the prince." Now the prince
had never expressly forbidden anything before, and he
had certainly never threatened anyone. The people did
not fear he would be cruel, but the goodness of the
prince was their pride and his happiness theirs; and
they would believe whatever he believed. So no one
spoke the forbidden thought, which became known as
the Hermit's Secret.
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The prince was less joyful now and began aging
more. The anguish reappeared quite visibly. Occasion.ally some trifle would displease him. A few
seasons later, reports began to trickle in of violations.
Not only hurt but astounded, the prince ordered the
disobedient subjects brought before him. There were
a young peasant girl, two students from the university,
and a merchant's wife.
"Do you really think there is no good in me?"
he asked.
"Your good does not well from the Source of
good, " they said,
He told them that was not the point and admonished them, for his sake, not to say that thing again.
Then he sent them away.
But reports of violations continued to come in,
Finally the prince decided, with extreme reluctance,
that he must use some form of mild punishment. His
advisors suggested short imprisonment, temporary
banishment, a tax, cutting off of a finger, a term of
work in the palace kitchen, hiring a witch to cast a
small spell, and many other ingenious measures. But
the prince thought them all senseless or disgusting.
One night laughter echoed down the palace halls~
startling part of the court awake, "Ha I How foolish
1 have been I Whydid I issue a dec.ree?"
Various attendants and lords rushed in to see
what was the matter.
"Laughter I" shouted the prince with musical
gladness.
"Laughter?" they returned.
"The answer 1--the answer is laughter I" he
exclaimed. "What could be at all more fitting or
gentle?" And he held out his hands as if they held
his vision.
So the prince gave out that he hoped his subjects
would laugh at anyone who spoke the Hermit's Secret.
The people were always glad to do what their ruler
and friend asked of them, and it pleased them to receive this message by word of mouth. The decree had
wounded them a little. Anyway, they had already
laughed at the rare silly folk who had slighted the prince.
The prince was very jovial from that time forward, Reports concerning the forbidden thought dwindled practically to nothing, for which he was greatly
relieved and thankful to his subjects, The youngest of
the court poets noticed about this time, the laughter of
the prince was less childlike and its richness had taken
on a brazen heartiness that was handsome but a little
discordant.
Many more years passed, and the prince grew
older but not old, though his hair was now all silver.
His brow would sometimes knit when a servant was
stack. Prince and country had forgot the Hermit's
Secret, but its utterance would probably still have
aroused amusement in nearly everybody,
After the death of the princess, the prince's
children were a comfort to him. They planned to show
their love for their father by a beautiful surprise.
They commissioned a playwright, a famous fellow from
the emperor's region who acted in his own works, to
write a play commemorating their parents' marriage,
which would be performed on the widower's anniversary,
right after the new year, in the theatre he had built
years before. Aside from knowing he would spend the
evening out, the prince knew nothing of the surprise.
But the principality knew and, as the time approached, quivered with excitement in the cold. For
all who arrived before the theatre was filled were invited,
On the awaited night, the prince sat in the state
box dressed in scarlet and purple that set off his
gleaming hair. The first act was a tender celebration
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of young love. Toward the end of it. the prince took
his eldest daughter's hand. and silent tears were seen
to twi.nkle on his cheeks in the dark. A surge of love ·
and sympathy passed through the audience like wine.
But the second act came as an alarming change.
The lovers of the play. portrayed by the playwright
and an actress of his troupe. were unfaithful to one
another.
Officials whispered to the prince they would
stopped immediately.
But he
have the performance
said. "We will see it out. Perhaps the man has in

mind some worthy lesson. "
In the third act the lovers were reconciled and
exchanged promises of fidelity. The play became
tiresome. The story was over but the actors talked
on and on. "I think this was performed for me once
with a different motive. " said the prince. which set
the gallery tittering.
In the next moment the actor moved into a speech
of such unheralded magnificence it stunned all into
silence. Whatthis speech said was not easy to grasp.
because it said so many things at once; but in it was
wonder and it bound every ear to hear it. Each line
seemed to tell a hund.red tales, if only one could make
out what they were. Grim cities and radiant suns
rose and fell away. Kingdoms and children grew and
died. The listeners somehow knew unawares by each
tale that the speech told. above all. of a Power better
than anything untrue--one which acts in might only to
be made knownor to be understood where it is missed.
and which gently struggles to joi.n with less complete
powers it could unmake. Nowin the majesty of the
words and the actor's full voice, that Power was holding
the audience as in a spell, except that they felt good
within the spell and had no desire to break it. The
speech was like a fire, warming thoroughly; burning
but the pain was a relief.
Although the words continued strong and as
though endless, the spell soon in a sense abated; the
people were free to leave or reenter it like a land.
Some, stung by the burning. began to mislike the
speech. Then everyone looked to the prince for what
to do.
One glance showed them he understood the speech
well. But they saw also a face that had never before
carried so much trouble. His eyes were liquid and wild,
casting about to avoid the stage. His teeth shone in a
grin that kept struggling in vain to become--perhaps a
scoffing laugh or, out of the sadness in his eyes. a
smile.
What has become of the prince? The people
wondered.
Then they saw him close his eyes tightly, turn
aside. and lift his hand against the light of the stage,
beginning to wave it stiffiy back and forth and to shake
his head broadly and vigorously--so that his clothes
and hair seemed to flicker in the theatre shadows.
After a while he wearied of the movement of his head.
and covered his face with his hands. Whenhe uncovered it at last. the struggle had come to rest
in a bitter frown. They watched as he rose from his
chair. And as he stood with dignity at the balustrade,
his voice blasted into the air of the speech:
"I shall not have this thing be ! I only am the
source of myself I"
The instant he ceased speaking. his youngest
adopted son, who sat next to him, rose to his side and
placed one hand on the elder man's arm and the other
on his own breast. This gentleman. whose attention
to his father's every wish had always been touching.
wore a duelling pistol in his waistcoat to impress the
ladies. The prince stared at him for some time, the
speech nearly forgotten. There was a long moment
5
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when it seemed to the audience the prince had frozen
where he stood, Finally he gave a mournful nod and
resumed his seat.
Now they watched while the man left standing
drew forth his weapon-o-atming, as he could do so
beautifully. at the stage--and fired.
The next day everyone who had not been there
wanted to know had the play gone well. had the prince
liked it. Many would say nothing. Others told a number of conflicting tales. It wa.s important to accept
that if the prince had been angry. there had been reason for anger; but a person who had not been inside
could not be expected to understand how it had occurred. So it got about that the actor had had a fit. that
a rival author had fired the shot out of envy. that one
of the actor's former lovers had killed him. Eventually
it became settled that a madman from an old wood at
the edge of the prince's lands had jumped up yelling the
forbidden thought and had tried to shoot the prince, but
someone else close by had caught the assassin's arm
just in time and swung it around so that the shot had
happened to pierce the a.ctor's heart. All the people remembered it that way when they came to tell it to their
children.
No one ever again spoke the Secret while the prince
was alive. He appeared no more outside the palace walls,
and a few years later died in bed without saying a word.

in the ground
there lived a
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GRANION SOUP
obin had not slept. He had only pretended, in a
last effort to stop his punishment, and, thank
Heaven, it had worked: Rose had left off talking
and fallen into slumber on her side of the bed.
So now he understood why the curtain lecture, delivered in bed after the candle was snuffed, was notorious
as the wife's favourite means of discipline for the erring
mate. "Ah, well," he consoled himself, "It's not every
husband who goes more than a year before being initiated, and the fault was mine, for not determining whether
it was baby's naptime before beginning to play my flute."
Finally assured that his wife slept, he was about to drop
off himself, when the bedroom door came open and a
shadowy figure entered.
.Rcbin edged out of bed, found his slippers, and removed his nightcap. Almost-forgotten scraps of vague
dreaming had just burst like sky-rockets in his head,
blossoming into clear memories of actual, if other. worldly, adventures, and thereby he knew this to be no
or-dinar y intruder, and his sleeping wife and three-monthold daughter to be under no threat. But he was puzzled,
for though his last mission to that strange other world of
Tehzaria had ended in a kind of success, he'd muddled
matters badly on his way to the end, and hardly expected
ever to be entrusted with another commission.
His perplexity grew wt.en, uncomfortably aware
that he was clad in nothing but nightshirt and slippers,
he obediently came to meet the dark figure and found it
was not the Fairy this time, but a tall thin man in black
robes. His dark three-pointed beard was streaked with
blue, as an Earthman's would have been with silver, and
the irises or his eyes glowed orange. His skin, Robin
guessed, was probably green. On one or his fingers
glowed a clear blue stone.
"I have been sent, " said the apparition, 'by the
Fairy. Dress with speed, for you are needed." He
slipped a sort of long thick lucifer from his sleeve and,
to Robin's alarm, rubbed its tip into yellow Tehzarian
flame against the stones of the fireplace. "Your wife
will neither see nor hear," he reassured the Englishman.
"You will be returned to the moment before you rose from
your bed."
"If I live to be returned," thought Robin. The last
time there had been moments when this happy termination was far from certain. Nevertheless, a summons
from the Fairy was not to be argued with, and the young
husband submissively lit the candle, gathered his clothes,
and slipped behind the dressing-screen, while the Fairy's
emissary stood gazing into his open wardrobe.
The gentleman farmer was in his linens and reaching for his brown breeches when his summoner, with
the words, "This will do, "passed his own selection of
outer garments over the top of the screen. The emissary had chosen the mauve jacket, pale yellow breeches,
flowered satin waistcoat, and new blue stock. These
were among Robin's best and brightest garments, and he
felt annoyed at being this offhandedly instructed to risk
them. "What sort of business is it to be this time?" he
enquired.
"Valderon the Scourge," said the Fairy's emissary,
"wishes to claim the small country of Zarre, but his
force of conquest will come to nothing unless he can capture the Crown of the Crescent Sun, without which no man
can proclaim himself king over the Zarrians. Prince
Gardannkar of Zarre is guarding the Crown in the strong-·
tower of Baltarth, but Baltarth is no longer secure. The
Scourge is within a half-day's march of it, and the Crown
must be moved to Denbaton, the walled town, for safety.
6
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by Phyllis A. Karr
You are to carry this word to Gardannkar."
"Why me? Why not one of the Zarrians?"
"Did I not tell you 'that Valderon's army is on the
march in Zarre? Do you think the Scourge would allow
any native to pass uncaptured?"
Robin reminded himself that simply carrying a
message through enemy lines was not quite the same as
acting the spy. Not that Valderon was his enemy, except as Scourges in general are the enemies of free
people in all worlds. Moreover, it was the Fairy who
had originated the tactic. And while these thoughts
crossed his mind, it also occurred to him that something
in the words of her emissary was reminiscent of a dream
he had read as a child, years ago, recorded in Uncle
Mervyn' s journal. In the dream, Sir Mervyn had worked
some misdeed, but he could only write down fragments
of it, and thus his nephew's recollection was doubly indistinct. No, the similarity was of course born of nothing
more than the midnight's otherworldly mood.
"Won't I be conspicuous enough in my white skin, "
he asked, "without the aid of my best flowered waistcoat?"
"The more conspicuous, the better," replied the
emissary. "What man of the Scourge's would suspect so
peculiar a sight as yourself of carrying a message connected with this war? Are you ready?"
If the thin man had not been sent by the Fairy, Robin would have found his manner insupportably highhanded.
"One moment, " he said. He took his moment to return
to the bed and bend over his slumbering wife. Gently he
touched her sllken ringlets, and when she did not wake,
lightly planted a kiss on her smooth young forehead. He
would have liked another moment, to take similar silent
leave of his daughter May, but the sleep of infants, as
he'd learned that afternoon, was too delicate a thing to
risk breaking, even under the present mystic circumstances, and the emissary waxed impatient.
"Now, where is this message?" asked Robin, joining the cloaked figure. He expected a length of ribbon,
the common Tehzarian writing material, but the emissary replied, "I will teach you the exact words on our
way."
The bearded man led the householder downstairs,
outside, and around the dwelling to the stile on the far
side of the hedge. After turning the ring with the pale
blue stone on his finger, he swung up the stile's bottom
step, revealing a passage which Robin knew would be
impossible for any ordinary Earth person to find unaided.
"What sort of folk are they? The Zarrians and
Valderon's army?" he asked, remembering the crossbred races of the Fludderfolk--Gnomes, Satyrs, Doylogs, part-Orgs and the like--among whom he had
moved on his last mission.
"Simple Tehzarian humans, all of them, "replied
the emissary. "Like myself."
That meant there would be little difference between them and the Englishman, except that their skins,
like the emissary's, would be green or possibly purple;
many of them would have orange, white, or green hair,
turning blue with age; their eyes might be pink, orange,
or golden, and their hands would have three fingers instead of four. Otherwise, no difference.
"Are you quite sure," asked Robin, "that you really want so noticeable a specimen as myself to carry
this message to Prince Gardannkar?"
"It was the Fairy who sent for you, " replied the
Tehzarian. "Trust her to know. They' 11 see nothing
but a curiosity, and let it pass. You've nothing to fear
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but a few stares and a jest or two. "

• • •

•

"Nothing to fear but a few stares, " Robin mused
angrily. His face still burned from the thoroughness
of the search made upon his person. Nor would the
small Englishman have felt much inclined to attempt a
spontaneous escape in the inadequate sleeveless kneelength tunic they had afterwards supplied him in place
of his own clothes. He therefore thought the additional
safeguards against escape as superfluous as they were
uncomfortable: his ankles hobbled, his arms bound behind him, and a warrior at each side keeping grip on
his wrists.
"You might at least have returned my boots, " he
complained. There had been hard gravel, and more
burrs and prickles than quite desirable, between the
outlying tent where he had been searched and this larger tent in what appeared to be the main camp.
The blue-bearded officer shrugged and grunted,
almost as much conversation as he had indulged in since
the capture. Then he motioned his men into the tent with
their prisoner, and followed on their heels.
Two men were inside, a thin sallow-green one with
hair and beard beginning to blue, and a muscular cleanshaven youth with a mane of thick orange hair. Behind
them, away from the shaft of light shining in through the
open doorway, an ancient bluish-green woman was stirring something in a steaming kettle over a snark-oil
camp stove, and a savoury aroma filled the tent.
The grizzled officer held up his hand in a Tehzarian salute to the orange-haired youth. "An outlander
found on the ridge above Poma, Valderon, " he reported.
Robin started. So this golden-eyed boy was Valderon? He had somehow assumed his blue-bearded officer to be The Scourge. Well, hadn't Alexander conquered
the Earth, for better or worse, before he was thirty
years old?
But The Scourge seemed equally startled at sight of
his prisoner. "The Demon!" exclaimed Valderon. 'tt's
him!"
"I beg your pardon, "replied the Englishman. "I
am not a demon, nor do I appreciate being treated like
one."
Valderon's sallow companion came forward and
studied the prisoner by the light of the afternoon Slll.
"No," said he, "the face is rounder, the hair blacker
and much longer and thicker, and the eyes brown rather
than hazy green. There is a resemblance, but this is a
different outlander, Prince."
The Scourge passed one three-fingered hand over
his green forehead. "They all look alike to me. How
many of them does Gardannkar have in his hire?"
"I beg to inform you, " said Robin, "that I am a
freehold farmer and not in anybody's hire. " That was
true enough. He might have a message for this Zarrian
Prince, but there had been no word of payment, and
without payment he could hardly be in the man's hire.
"If you're not working for Gardannkar's Zarrians,"
the young conqueror said sternly, 'what were you doing
on the ridge above Poma?"
"Trying to find my way, " Robin stated truthfully.
"Your way to where?"
"Not to men who would treat me as if 1 were a spy. "
"And are you a spy?"
"No, "replied the Englishman, hoping they would
not notice his instant of hesitation. A messenger was not
a spy, after all.
Valderon sighed and passed his hand over his eyes
again. "I lack the time and the patience for this game.
What am 1 going to do?"
"Drink your soup," said the old woman, who all
this time had stood in the background never ceasing to
7
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stir the steaming kettle. She now dipped out a mugful
and bobbled over to Valderon. From the authoritative
way she pushed it into the youth's hand, and the obedient way Ile accepted it, Robin gathered she must be the
Tehzarian equivalent of the conqueror's old nurse.
The sallow advisor and the blue-bearded captain
helped themselves to mugs of the preparation. Apparently this soup was a popular nourishment in Valderon's
army, and, by the smell of it, justly so. One of the warriors who help Robin stamped and remarked that fighting
men needed to keep up their strength too, whereupon the
crone brought them each a mugful. In order to free one
hand apiece to take their soup, they each hooked an arm
through one of the prisoner's, above the elbow, which he
found even more disagreeable than the previous arrangement. "Where, " he thought, "do they imagine I could
run, here in the midst of their camp?" He hoped that
the repast would soon be done with.
Meanwhile, the old nurse was looking him over,
scratching her blue-green chin. After a moment she
filled a sixth mug and fetched it up to him with the query,
"Do you fancy granion soup, outlander?"
At sight of the liquid, Robin felt an involuntary
spasm of horror and nausea. He had to remind himself
that the blood-red granions were a type of native legume,
and that Tehzarians, who had creme de menthe rather
than claret in their veins, would not see anything grewsome in the soup's colour. "Thank you, madam," he
apologized to the cook. "It has a most appetizing aroma,
but I fear I have no appetite. "
His politeness seemed to please the old dame.
"Aye, maybe you're wise to put off eating until afterwards," she remarked, cheerfully ominous, and raised
the mug to her own mouth.
Valderon meanwhile had lowered his. A smile of
granion soup clung to his upper lip, giving him the appearance of a child vampire, before he wiped it away with
the back of his hand.
"You haven't drunk the half," complained the old
nurse.
"Leave it for later, "replied the Scourge.
"And let it lose its warmth?" Grumbling, she
poured the rest of Valderon's soup back into the kettle.
The Scourge turned to his prisoner. "ln one word,"
said he, "have you any part in Gardannkar's effort
against me ? 11
The question direct. Unfortunately, the perhaps
over-scrupulous honesty of thirty-six years could not
be cast away in a minute, even when the freedom of a
nation depended on it. Robin attempted a compromise.
"Do you bully every stranger--". he began, but the
Scourge cut him off in short order.
"I tire of your phrases! I will take no word but
'Yes' or 'No'! Do you know anything of the Crown of
the Crescent Sun?"
Finding himself unable to give the lie outright, the
small Englishman stood silent. Valderon turned, paced
to the end of his tent and back again, stood and fixed his
golden eyes into Robin's. The prisoner dropped his gaze.
"lt was one of your beige-skinned outland kind that
first tricked her from me," said Valderon. "If you are
guiltless, I'm sorry for you, but I must know, and with
all speed possible. "
"NO,_" thought Robin, as the two warriors plucked
him off his feet and laid him face-down on the tent floor.
"Oh, Lord, no, not again! How do these things happen
to me?"
"I'd like to begin by taking a few drops of his
blood, " said the sallow man, fingering a small vial of
some clear substance. "I've heard that their blood is ...
unusual."
"As you will, Doctor," replied the Scourge.
{Con't. on p. 16)
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by Alexei Kondratiev
eirion mab Tegwir was Chief Bard of Prydain. He
was but twenty summers old. yet no other wordsmith
dared challenge his rank. Geirion would touch the
strings of his harp, speak a few rhythmic words in his
calm, well-modulated voice, and all who doubted his talent
would feel their doubts melt away before a real unquestionable beauty. The quiet majesty of his arwyrain, the keen
wit of his englynion, the playful music of his cywyddau had
never been equaled among the Brythons. He knew which
words had remained untarnished since their making in
Breint's forge in Ann~. and which were rusted and had become too poor for use. He had the skill of throat and tongue
which gives the commonest words the sound of clashing
weapons, or thunder rumbling over the mountains, or the
distant awakening of birds, or the restless sea, or a secret
kiss. All who heard him wept with joy or with cleansing
sorrow, or laughed at finding true freedom lit the world and
in their hearts. In all the cantreves of Prydain, from the
fens of Igyn to the eagle-haunted fastnesses of the Urddwig.iaid, chieftains would have given him well-wrought beasthead torques of the finest gold, and jeweled brooches twisted in the most cunning shapes, and the most colourful
plaids, and the best roast meat from the spit--if only he
would visit them and sing at their feasts and put their names
into his deathless verse. But they knew it was in vain.
Geirion honoured only the gods, and most of all Rhiannon,
the Great Queen, the Mother. To her alone went all his
praise. He sang of her as fiery Breint when the streams
broke their icy sheaths and milk began to flow in ewes'
udders; he sang of her as Madron when hawthorn and balefires heralded the summer; he sang of her as Arianrbod at
harvest time; and he sang of her as Ebon Rhiannon on Night
of the Dead, when the first frosts of winter brought in the
New Year. He loved her more than any mortal woman; he
loved the world only because she had made it, and all the
beauty in the world was for him but a means of returning to
her.
It came to pass that he visited the island M6n, which
the bards call Talebolion. There the sacred groves flourished of old, where the druids dreamed and prayed. He went
to the grove at Hirdre-Faig; the oaks and chestnuts, old as
the island itself, shut out the sun, and there was an awful
silence in the darkness, the awe of Annwn. Geirion sat and
listened. Out of the silence words came to him, flaming
rivers of words, too pure in their flame for his mouth to
shape. They overwhelmed him: in this dazzling storm of
speech be sensed the nearness of the Great Qyeen, and be
yearned to be brought into her presence, to meet her face to
face at last. So great was his yearning that the laws of flesh
were suspended for him. Body and spirit, he entered Ann~.
In Ann~ time brings no change. The birds of Rhiannon sing with an ageless voice, and those fortunate enough
to hear them listen with unflagging attention. The guests of
Annihi bask in the source of Light, and they are given understanding of the deep laws of Creation. In the world of
Men years go by, death and decay do their work; in Anoint
the heart of life throbs on with ever-renewed vigour. Yet
deathlessness is not one of the gifts of Ann~ to Men; and
when, after an unmeasurable span of time, Geirion felt the
song of Rhiannon's birds recede and saw trees and bills
I
cover the wonders of Rhiannon's realm, he knew that his
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moment of bliss was in the past and that he had returned to
mortal life.
Not far from him, in the misty dawn, stood two other
men. By the triskell pendants they wore and the look in
their eyes Geirion knew that they, too, were bards who had
enjoyed the hospitality of Ann~. They smiled at each other
but held their silence, savouring the last of their vanishing
Joy.
At last one of them spoke, a huge, unkempt man who
wore only a ragged woolen cloak over his nakedness:
"It seems long since I had a name. But I was Feidh{n mac
Ollmheine, who dwelt alone on the slopes of Sliabh na mBan.
Better than the towns of men I loved the forest where the
Goddess speaks unhindered and where the beasts, her servants, live by their own laws. To the Goddeas I sang. And
she chose to hear me, and I am grateful. 11
"I am Youenn Skouarnek," said the other, who was
thin, large-eyed and restless, "and was bard to Conan
Meriadek in Breizh. But I tired of praising noblemen, and
turned all my skill to the service of the Mother of God. I
gave her my whole heart; my lips uttered nothing but my
love for her. And she has rewarded me, after the manner
of the gods of old. 11
Then Geirion told them his own story. And they stayed
together for a while yet, sharing the peace that comes after
Joy. But the sun rose high and their flesh, newly-waked to
the laws of this world, knew hunger and weariness. So,
with reluctance, they left that place, resigned to live once
more by the laws of Men.
The land was much changed. There were many morehouses, and hard black roads, and horseless chariots that
roared. But men walked the fields, so there was promise
of food and shelter somewhere. The three bards decided to
return to their former homes, for the land was not yet so
changed that they could not find their way back by mountain
and river. They resolved to meet again in a year's time.
But there was no true homecoming for them. The
Saxons and Franks had overwhelmed their lands, and driven
out most of the old ways, and the old tongues were remembered only by a !ew country people, who spoke them haltingly, with no real faith in the power of their words. Bards
received scant respect now; so the three had to turn to other
trades. Feidhfu took work in a noisy hall where great engines were built. Youenn copied meaningless scribbles
that were given to him in a place where many men and women made such scribbles. Only Geirion had not the courage
to forsake bis calling, so he taught the harp and his native
tongue in a house of learning where folk still took interest
in such things. But there was no joy in this changed world.
Men wore drab clothes, and wa.lked drab streets, and shared
few feelings with each other; in the evenings they huddled
together speechlessly, staring at a box that shouted and
jeered at them.
A year passed. The three friends met again with
troubled minds.
"The men of this age are dead, " said Youenn. "Their
words are as cold ashes. They have lost the power to summon beauty, and have ceased to believe in it. They are
blinded by gold, the gift of the Horned God. They see only
pride, and greed, and death: darkness is closing its circle
about them. 11
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"It is so. " said Feidhln. "I have been in their places
of worship, and much of what is said there is true, but the
preachers seem not to believe in what they are saying. Men
forget that there is such a thing as truth. They think the
world lies to them, and they lie back to it. Darkness has
devoured them: there is no hope."
But Geirion said: "My love for Rhiannon is not in vain.
The lords of Ann~ will not abandon us. Where there is
darkness, they will make light, if we beseech them properly,
as true bards should, "
Then, at Geirion's urging, the three took up instru. ments of music and such supplies as they would need for a
few months' time, and went wandering through the conquered
land, singing and making verse, as they had done in the old
days. The weeks went by; they grew sure again of their
nearly forgotten craft. The memory of Ann~ glowed bright
in them once more, and they fed their art on the memory.
Ever bolder, they asked the Queen of Life for a gift--however
small--of power against decay and death.
They came to a green county by the sea. The sun
shone frankly, a laughing wind rode in on the waves, birds
sang. Life welled up in the hearts of the three bards: they
knew at once that their power was at its zenitti, that the time
had come to weave the great spell that swings open the
gates of Ann~. Slowly, tenderly, their fingers began to
touch the strings. The green well of the past opened in
their hearts. Old memories found their way to their lips.
They sang in the Oldest Tongue. that had been spoken before
the Keltoi left the shadows of the Greenwood and the Land of
Old Rivers to settle along the cliffs of the Outer Sea. They
sang of the death of beauty, of the shriveling of life, of the
weariness in Men's failure. They begged the Great Queen
for a sign, a magic gift of her love--however small. ..
For most of a day they sang thus. and when at last,
half-unwillingly, they let the vibration of their strings die,
all living beings around them were silent, caught in the
spell. The bards waited in the long stillness, anxiously, not
daring to believe that their call would be answered.
Then, like audible sunbeams, like pipes forged of a
' heavenly metal, like the reassuring laughter of gods, a
whistled song broke the silence. Half-grave, half-mocking,
it chaltenged all thoughts of drab death, drawing Nature up
to a level of magic stronger even than silence. And with the
song came wondrous birds, yellow as alchemical gold, sailing on midnight wings. The bards stared at them in speechless wonder, then laughed, joyfully, as they understood.
Their magic had indeed reached the heart of Ann\Vn,
and brought golden orioles back to Devon; and the orioles- who are the birds of Rhiannon in earthly form--now explored
the disenchanted land they had left long ago. and filled it
once more with their magic. Men of science who study
birds saw them, and were delighted. A young boy caught
sight of them in a country land, and stood frozen in awe and
surprise that such creatures could be. Lovers noticed
them, and felt them to be a natural prolongation of the miracle of their love. And an old woman, sitting weary before
her cottage, heard the strange song and saw the golden
birds, and rejoiced that the world had not grown stale for
ever, that new wonders could yet emerge from it. For all
of them the gift of the orioles was no trifle, but a moment
of piercing beauty that. tended by memory, could warm a
whole life. Wherever the orioles went, chuckling like the
flutes of Faerie, Men would look up, and see the power of
life, and forget despair.
Such are the gifts of AnnWn to our time. Those with
eyes to see them and hearts to know them will find strength,
and peace, and hope.
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Flushing, N. Y. 11358

The three Welsh words do in fact refer to types or
forms of poetry:
l. Arwyrain is simply praise-p:>etry.
2. The~
(pl. englynion) is a short stanzaform, somewhat like haiku, with a set number of syllables and a set alliterative pattern. Englynion were
thought of as verbal "arrows" consisting of one paladr
('shaft') and two~
('wings'). Because of its brevity
the ~
as a form became a vehicle for terse, witty
epigrams or concise encapsulations of intense moods-again, like haiku. As an illustration, here is an example of an englyn with accents and alliteration marked:
Eng!l!! a

!!!'1...l:'.!! a !!!a!l! -- a'r g~e'Qgoedd

A~w.fr;Uiawl .l!.llarfua~;
Lle J!u 2<&tedd QW:Y!!erui ga.1i1.
Agar

!lo§ a ,9eyrn~am.

(Taliesin o Eifion)
(Englyn-reciting and harp-string music and the
lordly feasts have passed away; where the nobility of
Gwynedd was of old, the birds of night now rule. )
3. The~
(pl. cywyddau) is a set metrical
form, usually arranged in rhyming couplets (as in many
Celtic verse-forms, an accented syllable must rhyme
with an unaccented syllable). The cywydd became associated with love-poetry and nature-poetry, and was
made famous by Dafydd ap Gwilym (fl. 1340-1370), perhaps the greatest Welsh poet, who wrote long poems in
this metre. To give an idea of the structure involved,
here (with accents marked) is the opening couplet of
Dafydd ap Gwilym's "Cyngor y Biogen" ("The Magpie's
Advice"):
A mi 'n gh~fer mwfo glofwferch
Mewn llwfn yn prydu swfn serch ...
(And I sick for the sake of a bright girl, whiling
away my love-enchantment in a wood... ),
Full-fledged bards were expected to be able to
conduct conversations in extemporized englynion. By
listing the three verse-forms I meant to show that
Geirion was equally proficient in the three types of
poetry- -ceremonial, intellectual, lyrical- -that a Chief
Bard had to be a master at.
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The· Fall of Columbus

C::c>I~,

the Archetypal Man, the great Hermaphrodite,
Within his realm beyond all human knowledge, all conception,
Not like this world and not like hell nor heaven, not Sinai Mountain,
Not Beulah, Generation, Eden, Ulro; himself not like mankind,
Divided into two, but whole and psychic-unified-Columbus, strolling in his higher-garden, so to speak,
Projected in his musings his Emanation, Jerusalem.
She came like a Bride, wearing twelve pearls, all set in clearest gold;
Adorned with jasper, sapphire, agate, emerald, onyx, olivine,
Carnelian, beryl, topaz, jacinth, chrysoprase, and last,
With amethyst;. her arms were rounded gold, all set with jewels;
Her body, ivory work, encrusted with the bluest sapphires;
Her legs were alabaster columns set on golden bases;
But ah I her precious smile- -the ruby lips, the pearl-like teeth.
Columbus fixed his will on her: the wraith solidified
Beyond the stones to something far more real, more fixed in truth.
But as he fixed his fancy's will upon a single form,
As she assumed an object status, he desolldified,
He faded out, evaporated, became a Spectre solely;
Abstraction of mankind, mon6log1st. And so he fell- Aeon on aeon he fell through endless space, nor height nor depth,
For never a bottom was, no end to it, no stop nor stay;
Eternal dropping down, for helplessly he endless fell.
And as he fell, his form, his body, known as Tharmas now,
No longer kept its outline, but split (as molecules will split
To ions opposite in charge)--yep. Tharmas self-divided
To Nature and his Emanation, ~nia: potential she
In her fertility--prolific, fruitful, fertile, fecund-But now still falling, not for now the rounded belly swells,
The breasts enlarge with milk.
And Urizen, Columbus' head,
Another zoa, another aeon, also split in two,
Producing Satan and his Emanation Ahfuia-Potential in her wisdom she; and Luvos, Columbus' heart,
Split also, into Ore, by nature energetic, and Vala,
His Emanation; lastly, U~honos split, Columbus' loins,
And there were Los and Enitharmia., the final two.
Yet still these semi-zoas eight were falling, dropping, collapsing;
Yes, aeon after aeon fell, through endless, hopeless space- Hopeless because no undersurface, no hell, to stop their fajl,
No burning pit to catch this Satan, no ice-cold center to hold,
Endlessly falling.
Enitllarmia then sang in tile abyss,
Sang in tile endless space, 'O Los, my brother, Los, my love, ·
The living voice is ever living in its inmost joy.
0 Los, you've touched my senses five: in song they answer you-My sight is filled with you, my eyes are filled; my ears await
Your song returning; my nose, your masculine odor; my tasting mouth,
Your mouth to kiss, with kisses sweeter far than honey ever.
But oh your touch--when will it penetrate my soul, myself?
Disturb me with a sense of something deep within? I fail
To sing the words most clearly, but you will understand, my love."
Then Los, desiring her, forgetful of their union once.
As Urthonos, strove to stop their hopeless fall, to make an end
Of that pure spiritual existence they had known thus far,
·

ArJ so he.

fdl-~~mlllll!l~--~~----~
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· by Joe R.CBlake?)

To shape a universe which then would give dimensions--a point
For measurement, stability in that which had no height,
No depth, being primordial chaos, shaped of nothingness,
Built of nothing, stretched on nothing, without a center fixed
(No way to ever encompass it without a center fixed).
So in the empty nada, Los then seized his brother Nature,
Tharmas' spectre, and of his thigh bone made a weighty hammer,
And of his skull an anvil made; then Los, the smithy god,
Began to shape his vision: out of Nature made the cosmos,
The universe, the skies with anvil sparks for smouldering stars- The skies themselves there hammered, beaten thin as golden foil-The wandering planets shaped of blood and bone, the barren moon,
The burning sun like Los' own smithy fire--all forged by Los
Upon his anvil, hammered with his strength of arm; and then,
Within the center of this universe (or thus to speak
Like Ptolemy)--yes, in mid-center, Los placed Enia,
As there the fertile planet, there the stable living core,
Around which all the smithy's shapings spun; and named her Gea,
The center of this universe of Tharmas, shaped her round,
And on a mountain set his anvil for all future shapings.
And in this cosmos fixed, defining up and down and center;
In it, with height and depth and sideways found, the fall was finished:
For Satan and Ahania, and Ore and Vala too,
And Los and Enitharmia--all six were stopped and stayed;
All six were rested from their endless fall; all six had found,
In physicality, a place to rest.
But Satan then,
Dressed all in white, became the god of this new world, and rose
From resting, rose from where he fell, rose then in splendor glowing.
And on the children of Enia impressed his ways as sacred,
And he was worshipped then. His priests, sometimes in whitest robes,
Brought laws to be obeyed: endless commandments found for folk
And furnished forth. His lawyers, once in whitest wigs, created
Complexity upon complexity in legal mazes,
Volume on volume. His scientists, ofttimes in whitest smocks,
Divided creation (made of Tharmas, unknown to them) in rules-Distinct and separate rules. And also, in their white shirts,
The administrators of Satan published their filial regulations.
All of them, all of them, worshipping Satan, inspired by Ahania.

as a Bride ...
,

I•

And Ore uprose, in bloody red, and cried: "My children, rise!
Destroy the hated rules which bind you down, destroy them all,
For rules are limitations: you are free: you should be free!
Break down the prisons, their great stone walls; burn down the libraries!
Tear down all cultures known of old, and build your own from dirt:
Blood shall run down streets of concrete, asphalt, and flow in gutters!
And fire will light the city's night, burning with napalm's brightness:
Tear down, I say, tear down! shoot all police, you snipers!
Bring anarchy! burn synagogues and churches down!
Rip pictures from their frames! line up the cooks 'fore firing squads,
And shoot them down! let culture start all over, start afresh!
Leave nothing standing I nothing upright! the Reign of Terror renew;
Come with machine guns blazing! come with acrid mustard gas I
Come with the ancient plagues and new! come with the hydrogen bombs I
And build the family over, for parents teach their childs tradition,
Give them an odd, fragmented culture: destroy it! kill all parents!
Destroy! destroy! destroy! 11 And Vala also cried, "Destroy! 11,
11
Creating the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
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And Los was there,
Uprisen too, with Enitharm.ia beside him standing;
His sons supported him in speaking ot the sacred calling--

Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah in the seven hundreds;
Then Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Habakkukspoke out;
And Obadiah, Zechariah, Nehemiah, Haggai,
Malachi, Ezekial, and the second Isaiah, all;
And John the Baptist, crying in the wilderness, "Prepare I";
Boethius, Dante, William Langland revealed the sacred visions;
And Spenser, Milton, Wordsworth, Lewis in his tale ot Psyche
(Yes, Lewis, Tolkien, Williams, Bartield--all the Inkling band)-And Blake, him seeing Los most clearly: Blake the British prophet,
Knowing that Los incarnated himself the Christ, tor Los was forced
(In absence of the Archetypal Man) to assume His role
And teach the Way of Unity, in hope that someday, some way,
The effects of the Fall will be reversed, and unity will come:
The Spectres and the Emanations joined, the Zoa.s formed- Yes, formed again, themselves remerging to reform Columbus,
Himself not split between his Spectre and Jerusalem,
But one in purpose, one in holy, deep imagination,
And one in actions fitted to that will and to that fancy;
Himself included in his form. or Tharmas, including all
The galaxies on galaxies within the universe,
Themselves transformed as he reformed, including Earth.

~~---

So praise to Los I himself the best embodiment we know
Of that lost unity which shall be formed again anew.

So praiseto Los I
12
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... and then,
(th~ pdncess went on, wr·iting to her· sister in Pa i-i s)
came the worst turch of all, a horrihle crunching
noise, and a thump that threw me to rnv knees on the
floor of the carriage, with both the girls on top ::>f me.
Greta started to whimper, and I had to be quite firm
with her.
When we got ourselves sorted out, we found
the whole coach was tilted over on its side- -my side-as if the wheels on that side had fallen into a deep
hole, as indeed they had. When we were quite sure
that we had stopped, Mr. :-Jo rd law let go the hand
strap and wor-ked the door open on his side, the high
side--almost
like a trap door-- and wriggled out into
the pouring rain. In two minutes he was back again.
"I'm afraid we shall be here for some time,
Your Highness, " he said. "The r-ear axle is broken.
The driver has gone ahead on foot to look for help."
"Where are Lars and Georg'!" I asked.
"Here," he said, "completely soaked through."
"Have them come inside, " I said. "I will not be
responsible fo1· the ir dying of the phthisis. "
They came in grinning and dripping. J made them
ta.te off their hats and waterlogged greatcoats and fold
them on the floor under their feet.
"Where are we, Your Highness?"
asked Laura.
"Somewhere between Basel and Paris, " l said.
"Between Basel and Belfort, one might say, "
said Mr. Nor-dlaw, smiling.
"Not even as far as Belfort," said J, "and we
ought to have been there in four hours easily.
J wish
some angel would pick us up and set us down at the
castle gate in Stormhavn. "
"So do I, Your Highness, " said Laura.
"This
may be the grand tour, but to me it has been the miserable tour!"
I had to speak sharply again, for she does not
appreciate her opportunities nor recognize that many
girls at home would have given their dowry to change
places with her--to have seen England, France, the
Low Countries, Switzerland and Italy. What does a
little discomfort on the return trip matter?
Even if,
at the moment, J felt almost inclined to agree with
her, J did not say so.
While we were all struggling to keep ourselves
upright on the sloping seat cushions, J happened to
glance across at Georg, surprising an intent look on
his face, but before I could speak, Mr. Nordlaw
broke into my thoughts.
"Yes, " he said.
"Your Highness may have your
desire fulfilled.
Help seems to be on tbe way. "
Sure enough, the patter of horses' hooves was
plainly to be heard above the sound of the rain. Mr.
Nordlaw worked his way out again, but a moment
later put his head back in the door.
"Look to the rear, Highness," he said.
I knelt on the cushion and through the tiny back
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window saw a coach drawn by four white horses drawing up behind us. As the rain seemed to be slackening, I could see the driver's face for an instant.
There was a brightness about him in spite of the
weather.
When the coach came even with us, Georg
opened the door for me, and Mr. Nordlaw handed me
down to the ground- -but not to the mud, fo1· he had
laid his greatcoat there to protect my shoes--and up
into the new carriage.
Inside, it was far superior to
the one we had just left, for the cushions were more
comfortable, the carpet softer, and the hangings more
sumptuous.
The girls followed while the footmen
transferred our travelling trunks to the roof and
lashed them down, then scrambled to their usual
Mr. Nordlaw
position on the back of the carriage.
was still outside talking to the dt'iver; then he put his
head inside once more.
"With your permission, Your Highness, " he said.
"The driver wants us all inside."
"Certainly, " said I, "Georg and Lars are drenched.
They must not ride in the open. "
So they clambered down again and inside, arter
cleaning their boots as best they could. l made them
stow all the water-soaked greatcoats in compartments
Then
under the seats so as to have the floor free.
Mr. Nordlaw, with one foot on the step and his head
inside, said to me with a quizzical smile, "Will you
go direct to Stormhavn, Highness, or shall the driver set us down at Paris as you originally intended?"
Thinking surely he was in jest, I replied in kind,
"Let us go directly home," never thinking that an idle
word would deprive us of our long looked-for visit
with you.
He spoke again to the driver in a language I did
not recognize--though I do have some ability as a
linguist, as you know so well--and swung himself
inside.
The rain had stopped by this time, although
the clouds were still threatening to break and inundate
us again at any moment, and the carriage started forward slowly, when suddenly there came the noise of
hoofs again, this time at a gallop. Looking out the
window I saw two horsemen brandishing muskets,
dashing down the hill toward us; shouting something
incomprehensible.
They drew up beside the driver,
who had brought us to a halt, both of them standing
there, two extremely ill-favored men, pointing their
snaphaunces threateningly at the driver, and this time
I understood them well enough.
"Halle-la!" was what they had been shouting, and
the spokesman followed it with voluminous threats in
French as to what they would do if we did not alight
immediately and submit to being robbed.
I do not know
what I expected our driver to do--perhaps to whip up
his horses and dash furiously between them or run
them down- -but he merely clucked to the horses, and
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the carriage rolled forward without a jerk. One of
the horsemen was on my side, his knee about level
with my face, but as we passed him, he seemed to
shrink in size and I had to look down to see the top

of his head. Looking up, he shouted again and fired,
as did his companion, but evidently without effect,
for none of us felt or heard anything but the discharge
and the whistle of the ball flying by outside the window.
The carriage moved steadily ahead into a gray fog in
which we could no longer see the trees at the roadside, nor even the mud under our wheels.
The very sound of the horses' hoofs was muffled
as if they had been padded. We were moving up a
long, gentle incline, but there was no lurching or
swapng as there had been before, and as there
should have been, even had we been riding over
cobblestones. There was no sound of the road at
all except for that of wheels revolving on well-oiled
hubs, springs gently squeaking, and the jingle of
the horses' ha.rness. I was just relaxing sufficiently
to notice these things, though I had not yet begun to
wonder about them, when Georg motioned to me,
pointing out the window.
"Highness, " he said agitatedly. 'See outside.
The gray fog has turned to white. What does it
mean?"
"Don't point," I said. "It's unmannerly. Perhaps the fog is about to clear away and let us see
where we are. "
It had indeed lightened from drab gray to as
white as milk, and was becoming brighter by the
moment, taking on a golden sheen, until all at once
we burst out into blinding sunlight.
"I see the sky I" Laura called abruptly, and
looking back over my shoulder, I saw it too, as
brilliantly blue as ever I have seen it, even at Nice.
We seemed to be at the head of a mountain pass,
having come up through a steep valley submerged
in cloud, for there were clouds all around us, as
fluffy white as meringue, and looking as good to
eat, but banked up to awesome heights on both
sides of us. We could not see ahead, but now I
understood the pressure in my ears that reminded
me of our journey over the Alps.
Clearly we were at a great height somewhere, but
where? Certainly not Belfort, for even I know enough
of geography not to look for mountains there. What
they so proudly term LeMont is only a little hill.
Lars Jensen was leaning dangerously out the window, but when I asked him what he was doing, he only
said, "Now 1 see why the wheels aren't making any
noise. We're riding·over snow."
I looked out immediately, to see that the wheels
indeed appeared to be rolling lightly over a white surface, on which their shadow and that of the coach
streamed away darkly in the brilliant sunlight. The
snowy surface below us seemed to fade into the cloudy ridges on both sides of us without a break. As I
settled back in my seat, i became aware that, even
though'one could not see directly ahead, the blue sky
was coming into view on either side, as the cloud
banks became lower, and at last we came to the place
where they dropped· away -entirely on both sides, exposing a magnificent view of the countryside as far as
the eye could see, while we rode noiselessly along a
snowy causeway wh.ich was comfortably wide and
level.
Lars, still with his eyes on the whiteness under
the wheels, suddenly whirled, pulling at my sleeve.
"What is the matter with you, Lars?" I asked
impatiently.
"Don't you see it, Highness?" he shouted. "A
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crevasse--a crevasse I Stop the coach I Driver,
stop the coach I"
By the time I saw it, it was too late to stop; the
coach had rolled across it without even a tremor. I
had seen a dark rift in the snowy whiteness, but it
did not look bardedged and definite as I had expected,
but (leecy soft. Looking into it was like looking into
a -botltng pot. Before I could wonder at it, Lars was
screaming again, "Stop the coach!" while the coach
rolled steadily on. Then he shut his mouth as if
choked. I looked out where he was looking, along with
the others, but I could not get out a word. Ahead of
us the white ground under our wheels was interrupted,
not by a mere rift, but by a chasm wide enough to
drop houses through. At first it seemed to have no
bottom, or at least it was difficult to see deeply into
it because of the filmy white wisps that drifted across
it like smoke, but as the carriage moved closer, my
eyes focused on something familiar yet topsy-turvily
strange. There was a bottom, miles down there, and
on it were tiny roads and trees and buildings--and we
were falling into it I But no; as I dragged my eyes up,
I saw the coach still level, passing over the chasm
indeed, and gaining the safety of the other white bank.
How we had done it, I had no idea, but safe for the
moment, we all sighed with relief. Both girls began
to chatter, and then Lars, who had never stopped
watching our path, dropped back in his seat, groaned,
and closed his eyes.
He had reason to despair. We had reached the
end of the white causeway, and the driver, without
pausing, had driven us over the edge of a precipice.
Or so it seemed to the eye. Actually, there was no
feeling of falling. We seemed to be going ahead on a
level, the four horses drawing a carriage full of very
frightened people along an invisible road in the sky.
The magnificent view was all around us, and under
us; nothing was bearing us up, and yet we were borne
up and did not fall.
For my part, I sat there paralyzed, for my
nerves gripped me like the jaws ot a ti.ger,. while the
others sat silent as a picture. Then Greta, who sat
across from me, gasped once, threw her arms around
Lars and clung to him; Laura, next to me, leaned
across and clung to Georg; and I . . . yes, I clung
to Mr. Nordlaw. I do not know how long we went on
like that waiting for the carriage to fall out of the sky
and dash us to atoms, but presently Mr. Nordlaw
gently disengaged one of my arms, saying, "Really,
there is no danger at all, Your Highness."
He leaned over and tested the bolts on both the
doors. "I advise you to keep the doors locked, but
there is no danger as long as we all remain inside
the carriage. "
As if any of us would have leaned out I We were
terrified even of looking out; at least I was. The wind
whistling about us was rocking the carriage slightly
from side to side, while we cringed with terror, and
yet there came a time when the terror began to change
insensibly to exhilaration, as I began to look out at
the magnificent view which had not changed an iota.
"Oh I" I said, shuddering a bit. "To think of
being up here in the sky with nothing beneath us, and
the carriage rolling merrily on as if we were on the
firmest of roadways. "
"But we are.on a roadway, Your Highness," said
Mr. Nordlaw. "Look there, beneath the horses'
hOOVeS and On to the right. II
"I am looking; there is nothing tbere--just
nothing, " I said, but then I began to see it, as faint
and thin as smoke, like a sheer veil, a flat smooth
something that stretched before the hor-aes, curving
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far ahead of us into the sky above the horizon.
It was
no impediment to the view. for through it I saw
plainly mountains and forests and roadways. like fine
white linen threads,
far down on the surface of the
earth.
"Where are we?" I murmured, thinking to myself how sharply I had meant to ask the same question not ten minutes earlier.
"Approaching the sunny land of France. Your
Highness," said Mr. Nordlaw.
"Off to our right you
can see the mountains of the Vosges.
We have
passed over them, and below us is the valley of the
Moselle.
See, there. how the sun gleams on the
water."
I saw indeed, but what I saw was a tiny silvery
trickle curving toward us in a miniature green valley
The
between forests that seemed like mossy banks.
smiling greensward below was laced with delicate
lines and dots forming regular patterns.
"What are those?" I asked.
"They are vineyards, " he said, and added, "Can
you see farther ahead where a city is coming into
view?"
111
see a whitish spot which looks as if sugar had
been spilled. " I said.
"That is Nancy," said he. "We are not yet over
France, for this is Lorraine. And the river beyond
the city is the Meuse. "
The terror of height had not left me, and yet I
was fascinated and bemused by the toy landscape
which lay beneath us. We seemed to be fixed motionless in the sky, and yet the scene below moved on,
like the hands of a clock, which never appear to
move, yet when one looks at them they are never in
the same position they occupied a few minutes before. It was the steadiness that calmed me, I think,
if one could overlook the constant swaying of the
coach on its springs. as the wind tugged at it, for
to us from the
there was no motion transmitted
wheels, and still we moved steadily on. At one
moment my heart stood still with horror at the
thought of falling out of the sky; the next moment I
considered myself walking like a giant across a
world peopled with ants. And as time passed, the
moments of dread came at longer and longer intervals and became less and less intense, until they were
mere delicious thrills of fear punctuating a steadfast
contemplation of the world so far beneath.
We continued on in a realm outside time and
space. The river Aisne passed below and behind us.
and the Serre, the Oise. and the Sambre.
The town
of Cambrai crept to our rear, followed by Douai and
Bethune, and then ahead we caught sight of a wide
streak of blue on the horizon, eating imperceptibly
into the green land below our feet, until at last we
were over Calais and out over the English Channel.
And though the water seemed to go on to infinity. it
was not five minutes before we saw a faint line of
white at the limit of vision which resolved itself into
the chalk cliffs of England. We had passed over
France in perhaps twenty minutes, yet it had seemed
forever.
The Thames estuary was now under our wheels.
and presently the English countryside, with its rolling
downs which gradually gave way to a checkerboard
pattern of green fields enclosed in dark hedges. At
times we could see a carriage on a country road,
looking no bigger than a grain of sand on a thread.
At last there was water under our feet again, the
Mersey river with Liverpool to our right and Birkenhead directly below us, and then nothing but water as
far as one could see. This time we were out of sight
of land for at least ten minutes until a dark green
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patch grew to a huge size under us, stretching off
into invisibility on the right. but ending in an island
and a welter of rocks to the left.
"The Isle of Man," said Mr. Nordlaw, "and that
is Castletown below us. "
Then water again, and again a green and dewy
country. interspersed with lakes, northern Ireland,
until we saw the last of it and seemed to float motionless in the sky with nothing but the vast blue sea below.
Once we saw a ship scarcely moving in the immensity, and Mr. Nordlaw bad to warn us not to crowd
to one side of the carriage lest we overbalance it.
The animated chatter of the girls and the footmen
became still at last and we rested.
There seemed to
be a veil drawn across the sea to our left, shimmering
like a dull mirror as the sun slid imperceptibly down
his western track, a veil that he slipped behind, dimming his brightness. to my relief, and Laura's, for
we faced him directly.
I did not know that I dozed, but suddenly I was
wide awake, finding Laura tugging at my sleeve.
"Highness, look I Is it- -can it be?"
I looked to see land ahead of us. a rugged shoreline with a white edge to the blue water, which
threaded through a gap in the rocks to form a winding channel broadening at the far end into a harbor
surrounded by high hills, and atop the highest hill a
gray stone building crowned by a spire. It was familiar, yet for a moment I did not know what it was.
Then it came to me in a rush of recognition.
That
winding channel and harbor I had seen on maps and
mariner's charts; it was the harbor of Stor mhavn,
and the castle was Aegilshorst--home ! We were
much lower now, and the scene was slipping swiftly
by beneath us, the ships in the harbor. the tile
roofed houses of Stormhavn, the cobblestoned courtyard and the castle gate came flying toward us. All
at once the carriage wheels rattled on the cobblestones and we came to a halt at the gate.
There was a crowd to witness our unexpected
arrival--Mother
and Father, so glad to see us back,
Lars
and so many joyful greetings from everyone.
and Georg unloaded the trunks at once and carried
them in. I did not think of the driver of the mysterious
flying coach for some minutes. and when I sent Georg
to bring him inside for refreshments, he was not to be
found. Mr. Nordlaw only smiled at my consternation.
"He will not wait to be thanked, Your Highness, "
he said.
And that is why, dearest sister, I broke my
promise to visit you on my return from the grand
tour.
Please forgive me and look for me next year.
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(Con't.

from p. 7)!
"Doctor?" exclaimed Robin.
".And a skillful one," said the sallow man.

pleted against his premature escape, and once the Scourge
and his army were on their way to Baltarth, Valderon's
old nurse, Tatta, and three chosen warriors would take
the prisoner to a wizard's grandmother an hour's walk
from here. This woman, a girlhood friend of Tatta's,
possessed a talisman with the power of returning the
Earthman to his own world and doorstep; both the Scourge
and the prisoner considered it improbable in the extreme
that Gardannkar would wish to bring Robin into Tehzaria
again.
The thought crossed Robin's mind that it ~!ght be
his duty to escape and warn Gardannkar wlule there was
still time. But his captors had foreseen that possibility,
and, with his legs bound from ankle to knee, each hand
wound around (not tightly, but adequately) with cloth and
tucked into a thumbless mitten of soft leather, Tatta's
sharp eyes to watch him, the three warriors guarding
her tent, the rest of the camp bustling all about them,
and the way unknown beyond the camp, eacape hardly
seemed practicable. He found himself not ungrateful to
Valderon's security measures. As matters stood, no
matter which side triumphed, the Englishman would be
in his own bed again within a few hours, and in the morning he would remember this only as a fragmentary
dream, that being the nature of these Tehzarian adventures. Possibly an unpleasant dream, but nothing to
fret his conscience.
True, the state of his conscience would not help
the Zarrians, but one should be realistic. Would not a
man with the power to conquer a country have the power
to circumvent local custom in the matter of a traditional
Crown, even if he could not lay hands on it? And, musing
on this, Robin remembered that Valderon and his people
had consistently employed the pronouns "she" and "her"
when referring to the Crown of the Crescent Sun. No
doubt this was local idiom, as the English applied the
feminine pronoun to ships, the masculine, frequently,
to swords. Still ...
"Madam, " enquired the Englishman politely,
"would you be kind enough to tell me what, precisely, is
the Crown of the Crescent Sun?"
"Little enough Gardannkar's hired lads are told,
it seems, " chuckled the old nurse. "The Crown is Valderon's betrothed. "
"Oh, "said Robin. "Thank you. " Closing his eyes
again, he drank the rest of his soup and set down the
mug. He felt a sense of accomplishment at doing this
neatly without the free use of his fingers.
"The Crown, then, would be Princess and rightful
ruler of Zarre?" he queried.
Again Tatta registered amusement. "Zarre is
Gardannkar's land, and welcome he is to it. Meldana's
Queen of Larvanum, under the Crescent Sun. Where
else?"
Where else, indeed? "And the Crescent Sun?"
"You are untravelled, boy. Haven't you ever
heard of themountain of almost pure dazbaeneum?"
"I see," said Robin. "Thank you, ma'am."
Dazbaeneum, no doubt, was a valuable metal in this
world. He wouldn't try to remember the name of Meldana 's kingdom. It was enough to piece together an
overall concept of the situation.
The Crown--Valderon's bride-to-be--had been
tricked away from the Scourge by an outlander. Long
ago, Uncle Mervyn had done something romantic and
wicked·in a dream. For all the wicked and romantic
deeds he did in his daily and nightly life, this one had
been enough out of the ordinary that he had written down
his recollections of it, fragmentary as they were. From
Sir Mervyn's portrait, Robin knew there was indeed a
family resemblance, and that his uncle fit the description suggested by the physician's remarks. The Crown,
it seemed, had been kidnapped quite recently, while Sir

'So you

need have no hopes of expiring with your secrets untold. "
Apparently Tehzarian physicians swore nothing
that answered to the Hippocratic Oath.
Robin felt one of the warriors press his ankles to
the ground; the other was holding down his shoulders.
Valderon's physician settled himself on the Englishman's
legs and gripped his still-bound left hand. A 'sudden
sharp stab in the ball of his thumb made Robin yelp but,
to his relief, did not prompt him to utter his secret. He
almost smiled at the predictable exclamations of astonishment that went up from the green-blooded natives of
Tehzaria:
"The Demon!" cried the warrior at his head.
"His veins are full o( granion soup!"
"Is the boy unwell?" fretted the old nurse.
"No, no, no, " replied the physician, scraping
something smooth along the pricked skin. Robin gathered
he was collecting his sample of Earthman's blood. "This
is its natural colour in these outlanders. " He was whistling softly. The specimen must delight him.
Next the Englishman felt a puzzling, not overly
unpleasant sensation as if the physician were cleaning
his thumbnail preparatory to a manicure. "This may
not prove unbearable, " thought Robin, taking a little
more heart.
But in the next few seconds it became apparent that
the medical man had merely taken a considerate precaution against embedding foreign matter in the flesh. Robin
didn't attempt to stifle his screams as the sharp point
seared its trace beneath his thumbnail. "I've endured
worse," he thought desperately, "twice--" But those
earlier occasions had been in the past, and this was in
the present. Besides, he had ~
in fact, endured then,
either.
"Remove the Crown of the Crescent Sun," he
shrieked, "from--" From where? "from somewhere
to- -to Denbaton ! "
--"To Denbaton?" said the Physician. "She was not
already in his walled town?"
"From where? 11 demanded the Scourge.
"!--don't know--! can't remember--if you'd let me
think a little- - 11
The edge was withdrawn, the agony exchanged for
an ugly throbbing, Baltarth. Yes, the emissary had
said it often enough. Baltarth was the name of the stronghold where Prince Gardannkar was guarding the Crown
to keep it from the Scourge. This would apparently be
the most vital point of the message ... and Valderon apparently needed the Crown to cement his authority here
... perhaps Robin's short lapse of memory was fortunate
· ... perhaps the fre.edom of the Zarrians might still be
salvaged ...
"Have you found your memory yet?" came Valderon's stern voice from above.
Robin moaned non committally. It was not enough.
His nail was ablaze again in an instant, the edge driving
still deeper. "Baltarth !" he sobbed. "From Baltarth!"

• • •

"At least, " thought the Englishman, "the Fairy is
not likely to summon me for any further errand after
this. " Keeping his eyes shut, he carefully sipped gr anion soup from the cup he held between his hands. Despite its aroma, it proved rather tasteless- -no doubt its
flavour was one of those which could only be appreciated
by the Tehzarian tongue--but it was warm and fortifying.
He had to admit that the Scourge had treated him
handsomely enough, once he had the message meant for
Gardannkar. Robin's thumb, dressed and bandaged by
Valderon's skillful physician, gave no more than passing.
twinges, he had been allowed to don his own clothes (a
rather awkward business} before precautions were com11
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even matters, you see ... To repair the damage we did
you, if you will ... "
"And not to repair the damage you did to Gardannkar's cause?" demanded Valderon.
Robin shifted uneasily.
"I'd really rather not be·
tortured again, " he pleaded. "If you'd prefer to ignore
what I've just told you, ignore it, by all means.
But if
you were to force me to lie it away again, " he went on,
groping for words under Valderon's stare, "then it would
come to the same thing as if you simply refused to believe
me this time, you see, and it would be much quicker •.•
and I seem to be very breakable, " he finished lamely.
The Scourge once more fixed his golden eyes into
those of his prisoner.
This time Robin managed to meet
his gaze without looking away. "I've been utterly open
"You'd really gain nothing
with you this time," he added.
by torturing me again ... "
The young conqueror began to pace his way around
the tent.

Mervyn had died more than thirty years ago, but time
meant little to those beings who could translate one between the worlds of Tehzaria and Earth.
Robin had
shared his first Tehzarian adventure with three men
from Medieval days (one of whom he would have been
glad to see again, even in his present disgrace).
"Would it be too personal a question, " he ventured,
"to enquire why Valderon is called 'The Scourge'?"
"Because as soon as he came to power in Ker dan, "
laughed the nurse, "he took all the wealthsuckers who'd
been wringing the country dry, squeezed the riches back
out of them, and threatened to send 'em to the Fludderfolk if they tried it again. "
"Thank you, " repeated the Englishman.
"I'd begun
to suspect it was something on that order."
Experimentally, through the tayer s of cloth and
mitten, he pressed the tip of his right middle finger to
the nail of his left thumb, and pulled it away again at
once. How could so small a member of the anatomy
cause such acute discomfort?
Suppose I had shown a
bit of resolution, reflected the farmer, what might have
Valderon's surgeon have done next? The thought was
some salve for his vulnerability.
The testimony of Valderon's nurse, he mused on,
may be neither quite impartial nor strictly reliable.
Moreover, he reasoned with himself, what business is
it of yours?
You never sought to be thrust into this afMay not any further intervention on your part
fair.
prove inconvenient to them and possibly painful to yourself? You're safe enough now--let them wage their own
warfare, while you're returned to home and family ..•
The Scr, ,rge burst into his old nurse's tent.
"Tatta, where did you put the banner of the Crescent
Sun?"
"Yes, I thought you'd be wanting me again before
you left, boy. The red chest with the manticore on the
lid. Folded beneath your clean tunics to keep it fresh. "
The young man depo"Thanks, Secondmother."
sited a hasty kis·s on her ear.
"One more mug of soup,
and then on to Baltarth ! Resting quiet, outlander?"
Robin, unsure whether he was being questioned as
to his comfort or his conduct, lifted his mittened left
Valderon nodded, took his
hand and smiled sheepishly.
mug of granion soup from the nurse, and pushed out again
into the bustle.
curtain lectures?
Did Tehzarian wives administer
Robin found himself trying to picture the Crown of the
Or Gardannkar.
The
Crescent Sun lecturing Valderon.
images were indistinct, since the Scourge was the only
one whose features he knew. In any event, an occasional
curtain lecture was, perhaps, a r-eaaonable price for a
loving wife and family. The gentleman farmer caught his
mind moving back to a time when it had seemed far from
likely he would ever win his bride ...
"Madam," he said suddenly to the nurse, "if it
wouldn't be too much trouble, I believe I have something
fairly vital to tell the Scourge before he marches against
Baltarth."

• • •

The Tehzarian sky was deep orange, but the clouds
buffing across it had much the same whiteness as those

0

• • *

The young conqueror listened, and rubbed the
orange stubble that was beginning to grow on his chin,
unshaven in the hurry to rescue his love. "You came to
Zar re for no other reason than to spy for Gardannkar- - "
"Not to spy, " Robin corrected.
"Merely to carry
a message."
"To carry a message, then. You've admitted it
was probably your own uncle who stole my betrothed for
Gardannkar.
Why shouldn't his knavery be carried in
your granion-coloured blood? And why should you turn
to my side now?"
"No man cares to be made a dupe of, " Robin tried
to explain, "and it seemed no more than fair to warn you
that you may be marching into a trap at Baltarth. To
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above Earth. A tall man appeared on the wall of the
fortified town Denbaton.
His spare frame was clad in a
shirt of tiny glancing metallic scales.
His hand, reswas highlighted by a jewel that
ting on the battlement,
glinted pale blue in the sun. His long purple hair and
three-pointed beard, streaked with azure, blew freely
in the warm winds. His orange eyes gazed down on the
group below, travelling over the form that lay almost
motionless on its pallet, flanked by Valderon 's sallow
physician and two of his prime warriors.
The outlander's tunic was generously stained with crimson, his
face and limbs bathed everywhere in the same colour.
"Did you dip him into a kettle of granion soup?"
enquired the man on the wall.
"Do you know so little of your outlander friends,"
replied the physician, '\hat you fail to recognize the colour of their blood?"
The outlander jerked a little, tried to raise his
head, and stretched out one arm in a pitiful attempt to
point it at the man on the wall.
"Gar--Gardann--kar?"
he stammered, and at once fell back gasping, as if the
effort had been too much.
"He had a message for you, Prince, " said the
physician sardonically.
Had a
"He held out well, " observed Gardannkar.
note of surprise slipped into his carefully neutral voice?
"Not very, "answered the physician, "but he foolishly tried to trick us. We had to be sure. Would you
hear his message, Prince?"
"Its usefulnes.s
The man on the wall shrugged.
seems to be destroyed."
"It is, " returned the physician, "but the Scourge
is generous enough to let his enemies know what was
meant for their knowledge.
The message was: 'Remove
the Crown of the Crescent Sun from Ealtarth to Denbaton.' Clever to hide her in the strongtower, Prince,
guessing we would expect you to have her in your walled
town with you, but the reward of your cleverness is that
Valderon and his men will almost have reached Ealtarth
at this hour. Do you want your outlander?"
"It seems, 11 said the Prince, "that his weakness has
lost me the Crown. "
The crimson-covered
figure struggled up again,
this time jerking its shoulders and chest a few inches
off the pallet.
"Prince!" it choked. 'Don't aban- abandon- -11 Then with a strangled cough it fell back and
lay motionless.
The physician bent over the prone form, then
dropped a blue cloth upon its face. "I think he would be
of no more use to you now, Prince, 11 said he with a
coldness that matched Gardannkar's own.
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"It seems he was of little use to me before, " replied Gardannkar. ''But within three minutes, we march
to meet the Scourge at Baltarth. Valderon may regret it,
Doctor, that he let me hear this message, even at this
late hour. And if you linger at my gates, we march over
you on our way. "
At a sign from the physician, the two warriors lif. ted the pallet and started back with it along the road. The
physician remained long enough to throw a last taunt up
at the Prince. "Search your stomach, Gardannkar, be-·
fore you march towards Baltarth. Better lose Meldana
than all of Zar re!"

* * *

"Had you seen him before Gardannkar," said the
physician, "you might have thought again before trusting
to his honesty. Even I pitied him for wounds I'd never
given him. A rare piece of deceit. "
"I'd rather think of it, " Robin protested, "as playacting."
"Think of it however you will, " laughed Valderon,
hugging his bride with one arm and waving a leg of roast
gakfowl with the other. "I guessed a man so reluctant to
lie forthright in the press was not likely to come back
afterwards on his own with a whole chain of falsehood.
Whatever this play-acting was outside Denbaton, Doctor,
I'll wager he never threw a lie at Gardannkar's ear."
"No, 11 mused the physician, fingering his beard,
"nor, I think, did I. But it served us well, Scourge."
Gardannkar, marching out of the walled city to
watch the tower of Baltarth cave in on Valderon with his
men and to pick off any survivors, had met the Scourge
in force on the way. "We gave him a fairer battle than
he'd wished to give us, " Valderon observed; but it was
not an overwhelmingly bloody battle, for most of Gardannkar 's men took the first reasonable pretext to surrender,
and were now drinking and singing with Valderon's army
around the evening campfires.
The commander of Baltarth, dutiful but understandably nettled at Gardannkar's orders to blow himself up
and his handful of men along with the Scourge, surrendered at first news that his Prince was taken. Denbaton
likewise capitulated without loss of time, and the Zarrian
Princess Deranial, Gardannkar's niece, along with an
escort of noble fighters, had brought both the Crown and
the surrender to Valderon 's camp.
Robin had not seen their entry, being at that time
engaged in the bath tent. He was not presented to the
ladies until later, when he found himself grateful for the
first time to be i,n his best clothes on this adventure,
grateful also that his stock, impossible to tie correctly,
did well enough tucked untied into his collar. Unaccustomed though he was to green-complexioned beauty, it
appeared to him that the Crown of the Crescent Sun might
well be compared to a Tehzarian Helen of Troy, while the
Zarrian Princess who had befriended her in her captivity,
though probably lacking her loveliness, had something in
her golden eyes and firm chin suggestive of Good Queen
Bess. Valderon and Meldana intended to leave Zarre
under a sovereign chosen by the principal Zarrians, and
Deranial bid very fair to be their choice. Robin wondered
how long it would have taken her to make such an opportunity for herself had it not been presented to her.
They were a small, select, and comparatively decorous party that gathered in Valderon's tent: The
Scourge and his bride, his physician and old nurse, the
blue-bearded captain and three other of his most intimate officers, and the Zarrian Princess. Although eager
to return home, the Englishman was sensible of the
courtesy extended to him in his inclusion among them.
"My great fear, 11 he r.emarked, "was that Gardann- ·
kar might have more magic to put against us. "
"Little chance," winked Valderon, "or he wouldn't
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have needed to set up his trap as he did. Even the gunflour th.at was supposed to cave Baltarth in on us, he'd
gotten from someone in your world. "
"The Princes of Zarre have had possession of the
Transalt Amulet for a hundred phoenix lifetimes, "said
Deranial, fingering the pale blue stone in the ring that
now graced her hand. "Sometimes it has been misplaced foi- generations, and sometimes it has been badly
used, as it was to bring your uncle here, and Hawks with
his gunflour. It will be used more wisely hereafter."
Robin wondered if Hawks had been Fawkes, but he
did not correct their terminology. Gunflour or gunpowder, what difference was there if they were to import no
more of the stuff? He thought wistfully that a few skyrockets and Katherine wheels would have added a pretty
touch to the celebrations, but he lacked exact knowledge
of how to manufacture them, and so the barrels of gunflour, at his suggestion, were to be sunk in one of the
deepest parts of a nearby river.
"What will you do with Gardannkar?" he asked.
"Give him his choice, " answered the Scourge.
"He can be imprisoned for life in Baltarth, or in one of
my strongholds, or he can go to the Fludderfolk. "
"I'd choose the Fludders, " remarked Robin. Unaccountably relieved, he attacked his cut of roast meat,
flattering himself that he was making excellent progress
in the management of his knife and the small pronged
cooking implement he had borrowed to use as a fork,
which last was a piece of tableware unknown in this land.
"And yet I gambled in trusting you, outlander,"
said Valderon, watching him. "How many, in your
place, would have been more interested in taking revenge
on us?"
Robin glanced at his bandaged thumb and shrugged.
"I ought to have guessed earlier how matters stood.
Gardannkar claimed he'd come to me from the Fairy,
and assured me you would let me pass unmolested as a
harmless curiosity. It became obvious almost at once
that he had been less than candid with me. In fact, you
knew he'd already employed men of my race, one of my
own uncles among them, and I was therefore chosen for
the family resemblance, and then attired as conspicuously as he could arrange, on purpose to insure my
capture and interrogation. "
Gratified at their attention, and secretly thinking
himself more clever than he pretended, the Englishman
took a sip of blue wine and continued, "There was also
something extremely unsatisfactory, once I came to
consider it, in his bringing me to exactly the right ridge
at exactly the right hour to meet your vigilant and competent patrol within a few minutes of my arrival. " He
nodded to the officer, who acknowledged the compliment
with a contented grunt.
"It's true the Transalt Amulet will take us to any
era of your world's history, " said the Zarrian Princess,
"but we can only return to the same day we left. It must
have been partly chance that you were taken so soon.
However, the Amulet does allow us a rather wide freedom of place, even on our side. Gardannkar would have
departed from the town, brought you back to Poma' s
ridge, where he knew Valderon's warriors would be
moving on guard, then returned for a moment to your
world and slipped from there to Denbaton again. "
"Of course, " said Robin, "I had no proof until I
saw him on the wall that the emissary who had taught me
the message for Gardannkar really was Gardannkar
himself, but the other points were telling enough that I
should've seen the trap long before I did, had I not been
gulled into imagining myself on the Fairy's mission to
save a free people from a land-hungry invader."
"And how did you determine, sir, that this time it
was in fact no work of mine?" enquired a voice from one
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corner of the tent. Turning, they beheld the Fairy herself, in her customary dark robes, stepping out of the
shadow. Most of them jumped to their feet, but, brushing
aside ceremonial, she took a place amongst them and
repeated her question.
A citizen of both worlds, her
skin was a lighter beige than the Englishman's,
her hair
white around her ageless face, her hands four-fingered,
and her eyes, at this moment, amused.
"It hardly seemed your way of doing things, Lady, "
Robin tried to explain.
"I suppose it would have been
less convincing for them to have taken me with a written
message, but on the whole, there seemed too much cruelty as well as too much deceit in the scheme for it to
have been yours. "
"Beware of flattery, sir, " smiled the Fairy. ''As
it ha~pens, you were right. I learned only an hour ago
of this plot, and Gardannkar's misuse of my name.
Give
me your hand, sir. No, your left hand."
Mingled with the relief was just a touch of regret
in losing his badge so quickly; but it would facilitate his
use of his eating utensils.
Valderon's physician, having
begged the favour of unwrapping the bandage, expressed
a lively envy of the newcomer's
healing power, which she
accepted with tolerance.
and
Somewhat later, as the meal was concluding,
b_efore the wine cups could be refilled again, the Fairy
fixed her eye on the Zarrian Princess.
"We must speak
of the amulet, Deranial. "
"By rights it belongs to the rulers of Zarre," demurred the Princess, 'and I have not yet been chosen;
I am merely holding it in trust. However, we can speak
of it whenever you will, Lady."
"Tomorrow, then. For this evening, I'll relieve
you of the task of seeing our Earthman home. "
"That task would have been pleasure, "said Deranial.
"Still, "she added politely, "you have my gratitude, Lady. "
Robin, seizing on his cue, rose to take his leave.
Bowing to the two Tehzarian ladies, he took the hand of
''A custom of my
each in turn and kissed it respectfully.
world, " he explained.
Somewhat to his consternation, the Crown and the
acting as if by common assent, promptly
Princess,
sprang up on either side of him and planted their kisses
on each ear. "A custom of£!:!..£. world," explained Meldana, crying the next moment, 'Why, what've we done
to the outlander?"
"Nothing at all, " Deranial answered as she calmly
took her seat.
"He's only blushing.
They turn that shade
because their bloo:l is the colour of granion soup. "
"And a handy thing, as it turned out, " said Robin,
recovering his composure.
"What else could you have
smeared me with for my appearance before the town?"
"What's that you say?" Rose murmured drowsily.
"Nothing,"
replied her husband.
He could not have
sle~t _long, for the clock in the downstairs hall was only
str iktng ten, and yet he'd had time for a rather long and
complex dream, which had dissipated in the moment of
awakening, to leave little but a sense of adventure, an
impression that somehow Uncle Mervyn had been involved,
and the image of a dainty three-fingered green hand wearing a ring with a pale blue stone.
"At least, I don't think
I said anything J ust then, " he added.
"Very well," yawned his wife. "You shall be forgiven."
Forgiven for what? Ah, yes, he dimly remembered, as if it had been very long ago, that he'd been curtain-lectured
that evening, but the smart had somehow
been erased in his sleep and dreaming.
A dream, he
mused comfortably, as his wife rolled to his side and he
folded her in his arms, could be a very pleasant thing.

(Further adventures of Robin in Tehzaria may be found
in Rampant Guinea Pig 12; the tale is entitled "The
Rebakle (and the part Robin played in the slaying thereof)".
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To all Mythril readers:
As you know, subscriptions to Mythril have been
$2. 50 for four issues.
Inflation has compelled us to
discontinue Mythril as a subscription magazine.
There
will, however, be a new fiction 'zine under new editorship, published annually beginning in June of t 98 t. New
e~itor Gar_y My~rs has tentatively titled it Terra Incognita . He 1s actively looking for material.
His home
addre sx is 6153 McKinley Ave., South Gate, CA 90280.
This issue, therefore, is Mythril the Last.
Please look at the number in the upper right-hand
corner of your address label. This is the Mythril issue
For each
through which your subscription now runs.
issue owed you, you are entitled to 65C credit. Example:
Through Issue
Credit
19
. 65
110
1. 30
'11
l. 95
112
2.60
113
3. 25
114
3. 90
You may request that this credit be applied in
one of three ways:
(1) Toward back Issues of any Mythopoeic Society
publication.
(2) If your expiry number is 10 or higher,
one is~ue of Mythlore per two Mythril issues
owed hf you already subscribe, we will extend
your Mythlore sub).
(3) A cash refund.
Send your request for credit, with your address
label enclosed, and your choice indicated, to Lee
Sp•.i'h at lOCJO N. Montcr<!Y
St., Alhamb1'P. C.!\
9l<i01.
Please choose only one option. Also, with
our tight money situation, we do encourage selection
of one of the first two options, which could be to your
advantage.
Option Two, for example, gives you a
copy of Mythlore for $1. 30, well below its selling price.
Credit not claimed will go toward publishing Terra Inc.
. I want to_ say briefly that I hope you have enjoyed
reading Mythr1l as much as I have enjoyed getting it out
to you. I apologize for the long delay since #7, but as
you now know, (I say with everything crossed!) this
final issue was worth all that went into it. My deep
thanks go to our contributors, both writers and illustrators, to Dynamic Graphics, Inc., of Peoria, Illinois
for their permission to use the front-cover artwork·
to Gary Myers for his patient and good-humored help;
and to you for supporting Mythri.!.: And I '11 be looking
forward to Terra Inco~nita next year.
Thank you,
everyone, and Namar\e.
Laura Ruskin
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